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How to Use This Kit

This Psychogeographic Destination Kit is offered by the Bureau of Unknown Destinations 
as a provocation to potential voyagers, an invitation to take a day, get on a train, and 
go someplace you know nothing about.  The Bureau has given away over a hundred rail 
trips to the adventurous, and now hopes to expand operations by giving travelers the 
means to unknow their own destinations.

This kit offers a variety of methods of unknowing, some thoughts about why unknow, 
and a handy foldable mini-notebook to use in recording your experience. For those 
departing from the Bureau’s base in New York, there’s a pre-printed set of destination 
cards to play with. For others, a blank set to fill in and work from. 

Unknowning your destination is an art form that any one can practice.  You are the 
author, the architect, the composer of your experience. The method is simple:

1) Give yourself a day.

2) Head for a train station, unknow your destination, set forth.

Anyone using this kit is invited to copy, share, and adapt it freely, and to send WHAT 
you find back to the Bureau to contribute to the ongoing documentation of the 
project.  See BACK PAGES for details.

Be Prepared

When traveling into the unknown, pack a snack and some water just in case. TAKE 
DESTINATION ASSIGNMENTS SERIOUSLY, BUT Use common sense ABOUT SAFETY.  BRING along 
a notebook or pen and paper for doodles, sketches, game scores, observations, diary 
entries, maps, diagrams; cameras and other recorders if you like.



How to Unknow

It’s ideal to start from a central station or one that has as many lines as possible. 
Your goal is to assign yourself a destination in a way that keeps it a surprise.  Here 
are a few ways you might go about doing that. adjust, remix, & invent as you desire.

ALL OF THESE TECHNIQUES WORK BEST WHEN YOU TAKE THE RESULTS SERIOUSLY.  WHAT IF YOUR 
DESTINATION IS A PLACE YOU’VE BEEN BEFORE? SOMETIMES THE FAMILIAR IS THE MOST UNKNOWN. 
WHAT IF YOU’RE AFRAID IT WILL BE A BORING PLACE? UNBORE IT. LET IT UNBORE YOU. WHAT IF 
YOU’D RATHER GO TO THE NEXT STOP ON THE LINE, OR THE LAST, or someplace you have a yen 
for? YOU CAN GO ON AN ORDINARY EXCURSION ANY TIME—THIS IS YOUR CHANCE TO UNKNOW. 

YES, IT’S A KIND OF GAME. SO PLAY HARD.

[...]



4) The Easy Unknown

If you’re not all that familiar with the city you’re in, almost any destination will 
be unknown.  Go to the station and choose by whimsical criteria. Ch0ose a place by 
its evocative name (Valhalla, or Babylon, for instance, if you happen to be starting 
from New York), or take the first train that’s leaving and decide how long you’ll stay 
aboard, or follow a passenger with an interesting hat.

5) The Budget Unknown

If train travel is beyond your means at the moment, ordinary bus and subway trips 
offer plenty of unknown.  Add ferries into the mix if you have them. Simply pick the 
destination you know least about or adapt one of the other methods above. Or set out 
on foot using psychogeographical systems: navigate one city using a map from another, 
draw a diagram or picture on a map and try to walk it, follow a particular color, 
going from red to red to red all afternoon (see appendix 3).

[...]



Why Unknow?

All around us is a mysterious landscape which OCCUPIES the same spatial dimensions as 
the one we are intimately familiar with.  The unknown is everywhere intertwined with 
the known; to see it, we only need break our own habits.  Take a wrong turning one day. 
Navigate by mismatched maps. Get on a train without knowing where you’ll end up.

Psychogeography is the art of moving through space according to feelings and effects 
rather than ordinary purposes. Like all the experimental arts, it seeks to break 
routine ways of being, hoping for the freshness of new experience.  Psychogeography 
has a history that begins in Paris with the poet Baudelaire’s favorite figure, the 
“flaneur” or drifter—one who spends the day walking through the city with no other 
purpose than to experience its ambiances. Later, Guy Debord and his companions in the 
Lettrist and Situationist movements briefly held the dream that “the new type of 
beauty can only be a beauty of situations.” Only an art of creating “situations,” they 
thought, had the potential to change how people lived and felt. The situations they 
loved involved cities, going from one place to another, chance encounters.  

Here’s Debord: “Of all the affairs we participate in, with or without interest, 
the groping quest for a new way of life is the only thing that remains really 
exciting. Aesthetic and other disciplines have proved glaringly inadequate in this 
regard and merit the greatest indifference. We should therefore delineate some 
provisional terrains of observation, including the observation of certain processes 
of chance and predictability in the streets.... Psychogeography sets for itself the 
study of the precise laws and specific effects of the geographical environment, 
whether consciously organized or not, on the emotions and behavior of individuals. 
The charmingly vague adjective psychogeographical can be applied to the findings 
arrived at by this type of investigation, to their influence on human feelings, and 
more generally to any situation or conduct that seems to reflect the same spirit of 
discovery.”

Drawing from a variety of artistic sources beyond the Situationists (surrealist 
games, conceptual and land art, John Cage’s love of chance, Alan Kaprow’s happenings, 
Fluxus, recent developments in uncreative writing) as well as a long interest in travel 
as a psychic form (Australian songlines, pilgrimages, arctic explorations, tales of 
walking the Hindu Kush and riding the Trans-Siberian express), The Bureau of Unknown 



Destinations has set out to develop a practice of unknowing. Tickets were given 
away because unexpected gifts prompt action. Trains were chosen because of their 
peculiarly contemplative atmosphere, at once melancholy and hopeful. by prompting 
train journeys to unknown destinations, THE BUREAU HOPES TO physicalize the situation 
of being carried along towards a destiny.  travel as oracle. The GOAL is to interrupt 
ordinary instrumentalities, to intervene in the drive to get somewhere and get on with 
it. To step aside, even, from our own preferences.  

John Cage was a master at this: “....the answer must take the form of paradox: 
a purposeful purposelessness or a purposeless play. This play, however, is an 
affirmation of life—not an attempt to bring order out of chaos nor to suggest 
improvements in creation, but simply a way of waking up to the very life we’re living, 
which is so excellent once one gets one’s mind and one’s desires out of its way and lets 
it act of its own accord.”

The Bureau of Unknown Destinations favors interruption, disruption and detour.  It 
favors abstaining from purpose for a time.  It favors simply embarking.



You’re Invited

All travelers are invited to send their findings back to the Bureau to become part 
of the project’s public documentation archive.  Notebooks, stories, doodles, sketches, 
game scores, words, pictures, sound recordings, videos, scraps of paper, postcards, 
maps, etc. are all welcomed.  Please include a note with your name and email, ALERTING 
THE BUREAU AS TO how you’d like to be credited for your contribution. The archive and 
its contents (including your contribution) may be exhibited on the web, in galleries and 
other venues, or published in book form. 

Bureau of Unknown Destinations
c/o Sal Randolph
195 Chrystie Street #402E
New York, NY 

bureau@unknowndestinations.org



Share this

This kit is released under a creative commons license that encourages you to copy and 
share WIDELY: CC BY-SA (CREATIVE COMMONS ATTRIBUTION-SHAREALIKE LICENSE). more info 
about what that means at creativecommons.org.

Bureau of Unknown Destinations 
Psychogeographic Destination Kit, Version 1.0
© 2012 Sal Randolph  CC by-sa

This work is licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike 3.0 Unported 
License. To view a copy of this license, visit http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-
sa/3.0/ or send a letter to Creative Commons, 444 Castro Street, Suite 900, Mountain 
View, California, 94041, USA.

The mini-notebook folding instructions are adapted from wikibooks.org’s zine making 
pages: http://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Zine_Making

wikibooks.org is also licensed under the creative commons attribution share-alike 
3.0 license: http://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Wikibooks:Creative_Commons_Attribution-
ShareAlike_3.0_Unported_License



APPENDIX 3:

SOME PSYCHOGEOGRAPHIC METHODS OF WALKING AROUND



William Burroughs: Color Walks

“Another exercise that is very effective is walking on colors. Pick out all the reds on 
a street, focusing only on red objects–brick, lights, sweaters, signs. Shift to green, 
blue, orange, yellow. Notice how the colors begin to stand out more sharply of their 
own accord. I was walking on yellow when I saw a yellow amphibious jeep near the 
corner of 94th Street and Central Park West. It was called the Thing. This reminded me 
of the Thing I knew in Mexico. He was nearly seven feet tall and had played the Thing in 
a horror movie of the same name, and everybody called him the Thing, though his name 
was James Arness.  I hadn’t thought about the Thing in twenty years, and would not 
have thought about him except walking on yellow at that particular moment.”

(From “Ten Years and a Billion Dollars” William S. Burroughs in The Adding Machine: 
Selected Essays, Arcade Publishing, New York, 1985)

“For example, I was taking a color walk around Paris the other day…doing something I 
picked up from your pictures in which the colors shoot out all through the canvas like 
they do in the street. I was walking town the boulevard when I suddenly felt this cool 
wind on a warm day and when I looked out all through the canvas like they do in the 
street. I was walking down the boulevard when I looked out I was seeing all the blues 
in the street in front of me, blue on a foulard…blue on a young workman’s ass…his 
blue jeans…a girl’s blue sweater…blue neon…the sky…all the blues. When I looked 
again I saw nothing but all the reds of traffic lights…car lights…a café sign…a man’s 
nose. Your paintings make me see the streets of Paris in a different way. And then 
there are all the deserts and the Mayan masks and the fantastic aerial architecture 
of your bridges and catwalks and Ferris wheels.”

(WILLIAM S. Burroughs, from an interview with Brion Gysin in 1960)



ROBERT MACFARLANE: BEGINNER’S PSYCHOGEOGRAPHY

“Unfold a street map of London, place a glass, rim down, anywhere on the map, and 
draw round its edge. Pick up the map, go out into the city, and walk the circle, keeping 
as close as you can to the curve. Record the experience as you go, in whatever medium 
you favour: film, photography, manuscript, tape. Catch the textual run-off of the 
streets; the graffiti, the branded litter, the snatches of conversation. Cut for sign. 
Log the data-stream. Be alert to the happenstance of metaphors, watch for visual 
rhymes, coincidences, analogies, family resemblance, the changing moods of the street. 
Complete the circle, and the record ends. Walking makes for content; footage for 
footage.”

(taken from: Robert MacFarlane: A Road of One’s Own, Times Literary Supplement, Oct 
07, 2005)



Wilfried Hou Je Bek: ALGORITHMIC PSYCHOGEOGRAPHY

“After some initial experiments with the situationist methods, we soon grew 
dissatisfied with them because we didn’t succeed in completely opening up the city....
What we needed was an objective method which gave us the opportunity to stroll 
around town free of prejudices because we suspected that the psychogeographical 
effects would be stronger if the route was as clear as possible. We wanted to 
stroll around in a way that resembled John Cage’s dictum that he gave his musicians 
‘directions but no map’.

Having established all this, our attention was soon focused towards John Conway’s 
‘Game of Life’ in which we found the clue we were looking for. The power of the 
Game of Life is that no matter how simple the rules are, one cannot predict what 
will happen to a colony in any given situation, neither for the immediate nor for the 
distant future. The only way to find out what will happen is to execute the program. 
In this vein we devised a set of rules which carves out an endless route through the 
city which, we hoped, would not be predictable & which keeps the psychogeographical 
pedestrian wondering where the logic of the stroll-algorithm will take him/her.

In the summer of 2001 we have undertaken 3 experiments to test our assumptions.
The directions we gave to the participants were all variations on this kind of
formula:
2nd right
2nd right
1st left 
repeat.

....The success of these experiments is dependent on 3 different variables.
1) The ability of the directions to enslave the participant; to create the desire to 
find out where this all ‘will lead to’.
2) The real unexpected ‘new-ness’  of the stroll
3) The actual enhancement of the agents cognitive map with new images & experiences 
of the city. The first & second facilitates the third.”

(FROM WILFRIED HOU JE BEK, “ALGORITHMIC PSYCHOGEOGRAPHY” 
http://www.spacehijackers.co.uk/html/ideas/writing/socialfiction.html
SEE ALSO http://cryptoforest.blogspot.com/)



ROBERTA MOCK: AESTHETIC WALKING

“I am from ‘the suburbs’ and, if there’s on thing that’s rather noticeable in 
autobiographical accounts of walking, it’s that walking tends to occur in either rural 
or urban environments rather than in the hinterlands between the two. There may be 
a reason for this, art-historically speaking, beyond the dearth of permissible routes 
through a landscape of clearly demarcated privately owned plots. In 1967, the year 
that Francesco Careri identifies as ‘the year of walking’ - [...] the American artist 
Robert Smithson [...] set off on a ‘suburban odyssey’ of the city in which he was born 
and then mounted the photographic traces of this journey. The images of Passaic’s 
empty streets, blunt metal pipes, disorientating bridges and obsolete machinery 
that he chose to share in this exhibition add up to a vision of suburbia that Smithson 
evidently considered shallow, mimetic, false, and always already incomplete [...] At 
one of the (admittedly many) moments that heralded the birth of aesthetic walking 
practice, the suburbs were deemed and represented as void and empty, denied a 
legitimate sense of past or future and, perhaps even worse, of either the present of 
(human) presence.”

(FROM Roberta Mock, “Introduction: It’s (Not Really) All About Me, Me, Me” in Walking, 
Writing & Performance: Autobiographical Texts by Deirdre Heddon, Carl Lavery and Phil 
Smith, Bristol, UK: intellect, 2009, 8.)



WALTER BENJAMIN: INTOXICATION OF WALKING

“An intoxication comes over the man who walks long and aimlessly through the 
streets. With each step, the walk takes on greater momentum; ever weaker grow 
the temptations of shops, of bistros, of smiling women, ever more irresistible the 
magnetism of the next streetcorner, of a distant mass of foliage, of a street name. 
Then comes hunger. Our man wants nothing to do with the myriad possibilities offered 
to sate his appetite. Like an ascetic animal, he flits through unknown districts - until, 
utterly exhausted, he stumbles into his room, which receives him coldly and wears a 
strange air.

(FROM Walter Benjamin, Arcades Project, Harvard University Press, 2002, 417)



a few Internet destinations Worth traveling to

Bureau of Public Secrets
Situationist Texts & Translations by Ken Knabb
http://www.bopsecrets.org/

john cage
chance methods
http://johncage.org/

conflux
new york psychogeographic festival
http://confluxfestival.org/

Cryptoforestry
Wilfried Hou Je Beck
http://cryptoforest.blogspot.com/

geocaching
locate or create hidden containers
http://www.geocaching.com

ikatun
psychogeographic projects & the politics of information
http://www.ikatun.com/

city system
lee walton’s city system, free download
http://www.leewalton.com/work/projects/city_systems/index.html

ubu web
the culture of experimental art
http://www.ubu.com/

Wanderkammer
wandering through texts on walking
http://luckysoap.com/wanderkammer/



THANK YOU

thank you to all the travelers who have already taken part, and bon voyage to those 
about to set forth.

Bureau of Unknown Destinations 
Psychogeographic Destination Kit, Version 1.0
© 2012 Sal Randolph  CC by-sa
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Bureau of Unknown Destinations
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